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ABSTRACT
A common complaint of engineering managers is that new employees at all levels, technician through engineer, tend to
have rote calculation ability but are unable to think critically and use structured problem solving techniques to apply
mathematical concepts. Further, they often have poor written and oral communication skills and difficulty working in
teams. Ironically, a common question of high school mathematics students is “Why do I need to know this?” In this
paper we describe a project using optics/photonics and Problem Based Learning (PBL) to address these issues in a high
school calculus classroom.
Keywords: optics education, active learning, secondary mathematics, critical thinking, problem-based learning, math
enrichment, STEM

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the course of an academic year, a class of eighteen high school honors calculus students engaged in three
optics/photonics related Problem Based Learning (PBL) Challenges. Challenges were chosen to illustrate topics
relevant to calculus: Trigonometry (International Lighting Display Association, laser safety), area under curves
(California State Polytechnic University at Pomona, light measurement) and rates of change (IPG Photonics, laser
cleaning of aluminum). In addition to technical resources to assist problem solving, the Challenges provide students with
a problem-solving tool known as the "Whiteboards" to help them practice structured problem solving. The Whiteboards
require that teams of students discuss and record the details of each step of the problem-solving process as they work on
the Challenge.
Pre- and post-testing was conducted using the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) to assess any
changes in attitudes toward learning (motivation) and learning strategies. A focus group of students was also interviewed
after the project by a neutral third party to determine their attitudes toward problem solving, learning mathematics and
working on the optics/photonics related Challenges.

2. MATH AND OPTICS
St. Bernard School is a Catholic co-educational school in Uncasville, Connecticut that is co-sponsored by the Diocese of
Norwich and the Xavierian Brothers and serves students in grades 6-12. As of the 2016-2017 school year St. Bernard has
the most advanced mathematics program in Eastern Connecticut, offering courses including Multivariable Calculus,
Differential Equations, and Mathematics Research. For the past several years St. Bernard School has had a thriving
partnership with various organizations in China, allowing students from several locations (primarily near Beijing and
Shanghai) to attend school in Connecticut. Approximately 15% of the student body is international.
Students in the Honors Calculus course come with a wide range of mathematical ability, but all have completed
mathematics up through pre-calculus and some amount of physics and chemistry. In general, these students have been
taught strictly using traditional lecture methods, perhaps with very occasional group work on projects. None had any
previous exposure to PBL methods.
Previously, the authors collaborated on a project to introduce optics/photonics into a high school pre-calculus class in the
form of hands-on experiments chosen to illustrate topics from the math course. Pre-calculus is a course many students
find difficult because of the large number of seemingly unrelated topics. We hoped to show some of the interesting
optics/photonics applications of topics such as trigonometry, logarithms, exponents and conic sections. Results of
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pre/post surveys and written student comments indicated that students' appreciation for applications of mathematics was
increased by the project.1 While the students enjoyed their exposure to optics/photonics, they had engaged in activities
with a predetermined outcome. The present project continues the exploration of applications of mathematics in
optics/photonics, but with the added benefit of an introduction to structured problem solving.

3. PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING AND THE PBL PROJECTS
3.1 What is Problem-Based Learning?
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) was developed for medical education in the late 1960s by Howard Barrows and
colleagues at McMaster University in Canada. Since that time it has been widely adopted in other fields including law,
business, engineering and even police training. Research shows that PBL improves students’ learning and retention,
motivation, critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and their ability to skillfully apply knowledge in new
situations.2-4 Similar to Project-Based Learning, the focus in Problem-Based Learning is on solving open-ended
authentic problems. Unlike Project-Based Learning, Problem-Based Learning does not need to result in the creation of a
product. This can be an advantage because it allows challenging students with problems that might otherwise be too
expensive, time consuming or unsafe in a school situation.5
PBL can be implemented in many ways, but there are elements common to all:
•
Problems are presented before any formal instruction; the problem itself drives the learning of new information.
•
Students work collaboratively in teams to frame the problem, research necessary information and propose and
present solutions.
•
The instructor acts as a facilitator who provides instruction to teams as needed ("mini lectures") and guides
students as necessary to keep them on track.
In 2006, responding to input from the optics/photonics industry, the New England Board of Higher Education (NEBHE,
Boston, MA) applied for a 3-year grant from the U. S. National Science Foundation’s Advanced Technological
Education (NSF/ATE) program to fund a project called PHOTON PBL. Previously, NEBHE had completed three
NSF/ATE grant funded projects (1995-2006), collectively known as the PHOTON Projects, that developed curriculum
for teaching optics/photonics primarily to engineering technicians who are graduates of 2-year postsecondary programs.
The PHOTON Projects created "regional alliances" of secondary and post-secondary faculty and nearby photonics
industries to facilitate a "pipeline" from high school through 2- and 4-year college to the workplace. The projects
eventually included faculty from 26 U.S. states and Romania, many of whom are still in contact via an email listserv.
The PHOTON Projects developed materials ranging from a high quality laboratory kit with 26 experiments and a
collection of videos of the principle investigators performing the experiments to an introductory algebra/trig based
textbook suitable for a one-year course introduction to optics and photonics. Much of this curriculum material is still
available on the PHOTON Projects web site.6,7
3.2 The PBL Projects
By 2005, industry complaints were less about an insufficient number of technicians but rather a lack of workplace
readiness in new employees. Although students had learned the facts and could solve typical "back of the chapter"
problems, they were unable to use critical thinking skills to solve new problems on the job. Employers also remarked
about recent graduates' inability to work productively in teams and to communicate effectively both orally and in
writing. A new classroom model beyond the old lecture/homework/test style of instruction would be needed to develop
technicians to be teamwork-oriented problem solvers able to adapt to the changing needs of business and industry.
PHOTON PBL and the two additional NSF/ATE PBL projects that followed were designed to give students the chance
to practice real workplace problem solving skills while still in school.
Over the course of the three PBL Projects (2006-2016), the NEBHE team developed twenty-one "Challenges", or case
studies, with input from industry, university research groups and nonprofit agencies from across the U.S. Each project
deals with a different area of STEM although there is some overlap: optics/photonics (PHOTON PBL), sustainable
technologies (STEM PBL) and advanced manufacturing (AM-PBL). Each partner allowed the NEBHE team free access
to their facility to document a problem that they had solved, for example, designing an ergonomic lighting system for a
submarine workstation or developing an unattended 100-hour burn-in test procedure for a high power laser. Solved
problems were chosen because teachers new to PBL sometimes needed a baseline for evaluating student solutions. Later
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we realized that this also allows students to compare their own solutions to the company's solution. They can then
explore whether or not there were issues of time, money, facilities or ethics that the company had to consider that
students might have missed.
The PBL Projects also continued the PHOTON Projects practice of forming geographic alliances of educators and local
industry and they provided professional development to hundreds of teachers across the U.S. Understanding that
teachers may be reluctant to attempt a new teaching method so different from what they are accustomed to, the NEBHE
PBL team developed a suite of teacher resources including general implementation suggestions, assessment techniques,
videos of PBL in the classroom, and Challenge-specific resources. These are all available on the web at no cost
(although some items are password protected to prevent students from stumbling onto the company's solution).8
3.3 Practical PBL in the Classroom
Students may be reluctant to fully engage in PBL especially if they have spent their previous years in traditional
educational settings.9 They may be so accustomed to having the teacher being the sole source of knowledge (the "sage
on a stage") that they are unable to engage in self-directed learning. If their only experience is with back-of-chapter
problems they may be overwhelmed by the messiness of real-life problems. Further, many students have had bad
experiences working in teams in an academic setting where one or more partners contributes little to the project.
To assist students in their problem solving efforts, the Whiteboards tool is embedded in each PBL Challenge. (See
Figure 1.) Students use this tool to engage in a systematic process that starts with Problem Analysis, clearly stating the
problem, reflecting on the requirements of a successful solution, and listing what is known about the problem, what
assumptions must be made and what needs to be learned. In the second Whiteboard, students divide up the task of
learning the knowledge necessary to solve the problem; this constitutes the Independent Research or self-directed
learning phase. The team then reconvenes to Brainstorm possible solutions, choosing the most promising for Solution
Testing against the original list of solution requirements. The process is recursive; if the solution does not meet all
criteria listed on the first page, students must return to the problem analysis phase to reexamine their original ideas.
Students are instructed to use the Whiteboards both to plan and to record their problem solving efforts.

Problem Solving Toolbox
The Whiteboard- Independent Research

what?

complete the research?

the knowledge that we need?

Analysis Problem - Board White The

Toolbox Solving Problem

Problem Solving Toolbox

Problem Solving Toolbox

The White Board - Brainstorming

The White Board - Test Your Solution

Pros

Cons

Ranking

istthecri[erialor a sucresslul soluoon
Itlentlfktl InyourGrobkmAnalysa.

Figure 1. The Whiteboards are used to guide students in the process of structured problem solving
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The PBL Chhallenges are sttructured to make
m
the probleem as realistic as possible to students. Eachh has five com
mponents
consisting off a short video and resources specific to thatt component:
• Introoduction – A brief description of the sciennce or technollogy behind thhe Challenge sets the contexxt for the
probblem to be solv
ved. Where doees this topic fitt in the universse of science annd technology??
• Orgganization Oveerview – This short introducction to the coompany, univerrsity or organiization that soolved the
probblem is to rem
mind students that the probblem is from the
t "real worlld" and was solved
s
by techhnicians,
engiineers and scieentists as part of
o their daily work.
w
• Probblem Statemen
nt – In this draamatization, stuudents learn hoow the organizzation learned about the probblem, for
exam
mple, from a production
p
issue or a customeer request.
• Braiinstorming Disscussion (passsword protected) – The orgaanization's team
m is depicted brainstorming
b
ideas to
helpp advance prog
gress toward a solution.
s
• Orgganization's Solution (passwoord protected) – Once studennts have preseented their ownn solutions, thhis video
show
ws how the org
ganization solvved the problem
m, allowing stuudents to comppare and contrast their own soolutions.
t time between them is att the discretioon of the
Although thee five videos are always preesented in the same order, the
instructor. Novice
N
problem
m solvers can be
b guided through the process, working thhrough the Whhiteboards withh teacher
assistance in just an hour or
o two. As stuudents become more skilled, the instructor provides less and
a less assistaance, for
example by allowing stud
dents to work independentlyy for a day orr two before revealing
r
the hints
h
contained in the
Brainstorminng Discussion. The Challengges can also prrovide a weekss-long assignm
ment for experieenced problem
m solvers
by showing the Problem and then haaving teams work
w
independdently until foormal solutionns are presentted. The
implementatiion continuum for PBL is illuustrated in Figuure 2.

Figure 2. The PBL
L Implementatioon Continuum

Finally, the issue
i
of assesssment is addreessed in the PB
BL Challengess by providingg instructors with
w a framewoork for a
four-prongedd approach to evaluating annd assessing sttudent work. Tools
T
are embbedded in eachh Challenge to
t assess
content know
wledge (quizzees and homew
work), conceptuual knowledgee (concept mappping), problem
m solving skillls (final
Challenge reeport) and teaamwork (peer assessment). Our interest in this projecct was mostly problem solvving and
teamwork, soo students weree required to suubmit a final Challenge
C
reporrt that summarrizes the probleem solving proocess and
a teamwork assessment
a
to rate
r themselvess and their team
mmates on fivee measures of cooperation:
c
1. Com
mpleted specifiic tasks on timee
2. Didd his/her fair sh
hare of the workk
3. Prodduced work off acceptable quaality
4. Actiively contributted to the team effort during class
c
5. Actiively contributted to the team effort outside of class
. The Whitebboards were alsso collected to ensure studentts were not skippping steps as they progresseed to a solutionn.

4. CALCULU
US, OPTICS
S AND PBL
L
4.1 Starting out: Trigonom
metry and laser safety
To introducee students to th
he method of structured
s
probblem solving, we
w presented thhe Laser Safetty Challenge (""Blinded
by the Lighht") at the end
d of Septembeer 2016. Developed with the
t assistance of the Internnational Laser Display
Association, the Challenge asks students to assist a law
wyer defending a client accuseed of causing permanent
p
eye damage
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to a pilot whose plane he targeted with a laser pointer. Students needed to determine what level of exposure might cause
eye damage and then calculate the pilot's exposure at a given target distance. Assumptions students needed to make
included plane speed, atmospheric conditions, and effects of windscreen glass. As students worked through the
Whiteboards they incorporated new knowledge of laser terms such as divergence and maximum permissible exposure
(MPE) and their best guesses at the assumptions to arrive at a solution. Red laser pointers were provided to teams that
wanted to explore laser divergence in the long corridor outside the classroom, providing a real life example of similar
triangles and trigonometry.
The Challenge was presented over three days with the Introduction, Organization Overview and Problem Statement
presented on day 1, the Brainstorming Discussion at the start of day 2 and student solutions presented on the day 3.
Students were assured that the goal of the activity was to teach the process of problem solving, defined as "knowing
what to do when you don't know what to do." Unlike more open-ended problems, the Laser Safety Challenge has a
defined solution, making it a good first Challenge for new problem-solvers who are getting used to problems with many
variables and unknowns. All teams eventually produced and shared calculations to show that the pilot could not have
been permanently injured.

Figure 3. Students explore laser divergence with a green laser pointer as part of the Laser Safety Challenge

Students were assessed primarily on their collective thought processes as shown by the Whiteboards. Since the
Challenge had a defined solution and each group discovered it in some manner, the technical details were less
elucidating than were the more qualitative responses. Since they had little or no prior exposure to laser technology, many
students reported that they enjoyed being able to apply concepts of trigonometry to a discipline that they found new and
interesting.
4.2 Area under a curve – the light bulb Challenge
While still not a totally open-ended problem, the California State Polytechnic University at Pomona Challenge ("Watts
My Light") presented additional computational challenges related to the calculus course. The Challenge asks students to
compare the output of an incandescent bulb and to that of a compact fluorescent to see if they are equivalent. The
problem is presented in the context of an informal discussion of college professors from the Cal Poly Pomona Lighting
Center about a question from a journalist. The Challenge was presented over two consecutive days in November 2016,
with the solutions presented one week later.
After viewing the Introduction and Organization Overview, students were shown the Problem Statement video and given
time to work on the analysis Whiteboard. When used with a group of optics students, expectations are that students will
learn about luminous measurements and then devise a means of actually testing the bulbs. Since these were calculus
students, we were not so much interested in their delving into light measurement apparatus but rather that they see a
practical use for determining the area under a curve. At the end of the first class period, students were shown the
Brainstorming Discussion video (which hints at the difference between radiant and luminous units) and provided with
graphs of radiant output (watts) versus wavelength for each of the bulbs. For homework we asked them to consider how
this information might be used to help solve the problem.
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The followinng day, studentt teams continuued to discuss and research the "missing pieces"
p
neededd to solve the problem.
p
The instructoors engaged with
w each team
m to ensure theey were on thee right track. By
B the end of the class, most teams
concluded thhey needed to convert
c
the given data to lum
mens, that is, to scale the curvees before finding the area undderneath
using the lum
minosity function. We provided the luminous efficiencyy data in both graphical
g
and tabular form. We also
reminded stuudents about th
he meaning of area under a curve
c
and varioous methods off determining the
t area. Studeents then
were given a week to determ
mine from the data if the twoo bulbs had equuivalent luminoous output.
Cal Poly P.omone Lighting Center
Data fa,r Incandescent Bulb

Cal Poly Pomona
I
Lighting Center
Data for Gompact Fluorescent Bulb
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Figure 4. Dataa provided to stu
udents for (top, leeft) compact fluoorescent and (topp, right) incandeescent bulbs. Thee total luminouss output is
the area underr each curve, firrst multiplied byy the luminous efficiency
e
curvee (bottom). (Souurces: Lamp dataa from Cal Polyy Pomona
Lighting Labooratory; luminosiity function from
m WikiPedia, pubblic domain).

The calculatiions proved to
o be quite challlenging for moost students, although
a
a few
w realized they could create an
a Excel
spreadsheet to
t simplify the process. Scaliing by hand waas not too diffiicult for the sm
mooth incandesscent curve butt rather a
challenge forr the fluoresceent. About half the teams were
w
able to coomplete the coomputations coorrectly. After students
discussed thheir results, th
hey were shoown a studentt-built integratting sphere (lloaned from Springfield Technical
T
Community College
C
in MA
A) and watchedd as a few light sources were tested
t
with a USB
U spectromeeter.
Again, the students
s
were assessed primaarily on their Whiteboard reesponses, althoough this timee the quantitattive data
provided som
me insight as well.
w
While eacch group reporrted that they found
fo
it easier to work as a group
g
(especiallly in the
area of assignning tasks and finalizing a report), their repports showed thhat they were missing
m
some basic
b
skills in geometry
g
and especiallly in understan
nding unit convversions.
minum
4.3 Final tesst of problem solving process – Laser cleaaning of alum
Although wee planned to co
omplete all threee Challenges during the falll semester, schheduling difficuulties delayed the third
activity until February 2017
7. The final prroblem was oppen ended and far more compplex than the previous
p
two annd so we
provided fouur class periods plus an interrvening weekeend to allow sttudents ample time for reseaarch and discusssion. In
addition, thee topic, laser cleaning
c
of aluuminum prior to
t welding, waas completely unknown to the
t students. The
T final
Challenge waas designed to be a test of how well studentts could use thee problem-solvving process onn a difficult prooblem.
The Challengge was develo
oped with the assistance of IPG
I
Photonicss (Oxford, MA
A) and requiress students to choose
c
a
laser, high-sppeed scanner and
a delivery opptics to meet a specified cleaaning rate andd to develop a process
p
to monnitor the
cleanliness of
o the aluminum
m. Again, we showed
s
the Intrroduction, Orgganization Overview and Probblem Statemennt videos
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on the first day.
d To simpliffy the problem
m for math studdents with no knowledge
k
of laser
l
or opticall systems, we provided
p
the laser andd scanner mod
dels and a chooice of two squuare core fibeer sizes and thhree optical sysstems. (See Fiigure 5.)
Students stilll needed to fig
gure out how to
t move the beam across thee target at the required speeed while deliveering the
required flueence.
At the start of
o the second class
c
period we showed studdents the company's Brainstorming Discusssion and then spent
s
the
remainder off the class obseerving teams annd providing innformation as needed.
n
We coontinued to rem
mind students too fill out
the whiteboaards and to not skip steps; thee process woulld guide them in
i learning whhat they neededd to know. Whhile some
teams made good progress toward a soluution, we notedd that others were bogged down in what shhould have beenn simple
unit conversiion calculation
ns. We continueed to work with the teams forr a third class period
p
before showing
s
IPG's solution
on the fourthh day. We also introduced a model of cooncept mappinng as a useful tool for linkinng different paarts of a
complex probblem.
Useful DEata for the IPG PHOTON ICS La!ser Cleaning Ch;allenge

he laser
IPG PHOTON ICS Fiber Laser modsel #IPG YLP- HP -10(0- 30x100 -10 -1000

o
o

Energy in each laser pulse = 100 mJ
Pulse raate up to 50,000 piulses per second

he beam scannper
HurrySCAN30 hhigh speed scannesr uses a mirror to imove the beam

Scan speed up to 3 m/s

;hoose the opticCS
Square core fib)er 600 or 800 um each side
Optics are usec1 to make the beatm spot larger (andI the energy densit.y
lenses are chossen to increase thes. size of the beam by the factors (F):

times F

Lens set 1

F=: 1.40

Lens set 2
Lens set 3

F= 1.60
F= 2.13

smaller). Two

The requiremenits
The laser spot imust scan 30 cm' of surface per sec(and
The fluence (= pulse energy /spot: area) must be beltween 5 -10 Joules,/cm'

Fig
gure 5. Data provvided to students for IPG Photonnics laser cleaninng Challenge.

Most groupss showed clearr improvemennt in understannding and impplementing possitive teamworrk strategies, although
a
again many struggled with
h calculations and
a unit conveersions. Said one
o student, “W
We came up with
w many theoories and
possibilities. Our group wo
orked as a team
m by sticking with
w someone’ss theory until we
w could tell iff it was right orr wrong.
We worked well
w as a team, we just weren’t able to execuute and achieve the goal.” In general, studeents stated that they felt
the project would
w
have beeen more effectivve if they had more backgrouund informatioon as the lack of
o it made it diffficult to
determine whhat the criteria should be for a successful ouutcome. We rem
minded them the
t purpose of the exercise was
w to see
how far theyy could go tow
ward solving a problem
p
they knew
k
nothing about, just usiing the tools provided. We felt
f some
teams made impressive
i
pro
ogress.

5. RESULTS
We encounteered several un
nexpected probblems introduccing PBL to hiigh school calcculus students.. Students in thhis class
had almost no
n exposure to unstructured, open-ended prroblems and evven given a toool (the Whitebboards), attemppting the
process was at first overw
whelming. Studdents also had very little expperience workiing in effectivee teams, and the
t short
class periodss (42 minutes) made it difficuult to accompliish much durinng the time the instructor wass available to facilitate.
f
Surprisingly,, despite the faact that all students had taken chemistry andd about 1/3 of the
t class was studying
s
physiccs, many
lacked basic science and co
omputational skkills (such as unit
u conversionns) that are a neecessary founddation for solviing more
complex probblems. Some teams became bogged
b
down in
i the minutia of computationns rather than taking a broadd view of
the problemss.
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In an attempt to obtain quantitative data on changes in students' motivation and problem solving processes, we
administered the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) before presenting the first Challenge (presurvey, in September, 2016) and after the last Challenge (post-survey, in March, 2017). This is a widely used and
validated instrument for assessing college students' motivation and strategies for learning. Qualitative data was obtained
through discussions with a focus group of five students, held approximately one month after the final Challenge activity.
Students responded to four questions to determine their attitudes toward the specific activities and whether they felt their
problem solving skills had been strengthened.
We saw no significant change in student motivation between pre and post MSLQ surveys except for a large positive
increase in response (p<0.05) to the statement "I'm certain I can master the skills being taught in my classes." This
correlated well with focus group students' comments on increased confidence in problem solving. Large, but not
significance level increases were seen in statements indicating that students expected to do well in the course and it was
their own fault if they didn't. Students were also more likely to say in the post-survey that they found the material of the
course interesting. Curiously, there was also a significant decrease in the response to "It is important for me to learn the
course material in my courses." Perhaps we were too insistent that learning how to be lifelong learners was more
important than learning subject matter that might not be relevant in decades to come.
Although MSLQ pre/post surveys in a previous study10 showed gains in intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, self efficacy
and critical thinking, the students in that case were enrolled in community college optics/photonics programs and the
three Challenges were completed in a 3 month period with at least one full week allotted to each problem. The college
students were older, between 25 and 35 years old, and although they were also new to PBL most had work experience
that required at least some form of teamwork. It is not surprising we would see fewer attitude changes with younger,
less experienced high school math students spending less time on PBL over a longer period of time.
Students in the focus group generally agreed that completing the Challenges increased their confidence in problemsolving skills by giving them specific tools for approaching open-ended problems. Most enjoyed the team approach
although it was evident that additional team skills development would be beneficial. Students gained an appreciation for
the tools of structured problem solving (concept mapping and the Whiteboards) and several comments indicated that the
optics/photonics applications were interesting as well. Focus group comments included:
What did you like most about completing the Challenge?
● I like how we got to break the problem down and all research different things.
● I like that we each worked as a group, but we also got to each research our own things.
● It was an interesting application of some of the basic mathematics in the real world.
● I like getting to learn about the lasers and how they work. The fiber optics was cool.
What did you like least about completing the challenge?
● Working with a group can be hard if your group members don't do the work.
Has your participation in this project increased your confidence in your problem solving skills? If yes, how? If no, why?
● I liked how we structurally figured out how to do it.
● Increased because now we have a concept map that can be used for not only math but also any problem.
● I liked working in groups because it helped with leadership skills
If someone presented you with a completely open-ended problem how would you go about solving it?
● I would first figure out what the problem entails, figure out how to solved the problem by looking at the
possibilities, then do research into how to solve the problem.
● I would use the method that the Whiteboards presented by figuring out what we already know and what we
need to know.
6.

CONCLUSION

Open-ended PBL Challenges involving problems in optics/photonics can be an effective way to introduce structured
problem solving in the high school mathematics classroom. Incorporating elements of PBL in earlier grades, including
teamwork skills, the Whiteboard tool and concept mapping, would give students more time to adapt to the method and
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strengthen their critical thinking skills as they progress to graduation. We suggest that similar studies could be done on a
wider range of students, both in terms age and topic of study, to increase the use of PBL tools and improve accessibility
to a variety of topics for student with multiple intelligences. Adding a content knowledge assessment prior to selecting
the challenge would allow facilitators to choose problems that challenge their students appropriately and to know what
areas will need to be addressed prior to or during the PBL activity.
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